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Gambling has evolved over the centuries from drum-driven machines to software-driven
indulgences that can be summoned at the click of a few buttons. The core of modern gambling is
software development, which is used to bridge the gap between gamblers and the creative minds
that come up with new ways to entertain the masses using games of chance. Online gaming
software providers are essential components in the casino industry that breathes life to the
thousands of games that punters can choose from in casinos.

Since the introduction of online gambling, casino software development has taken different forms
to meet more punters’ needs. The most popular variations of casino software available are;

No download software

No download software (like free slots without downloading) is the most commonly used by game
developers to create their titles. Instant play software, as it is also known as, runs games without
the installation of an application or software. In the early days, online gaming software providers
used Java software and later progressed to flash technology. Today, HTML5 technology is the
most popularly used in no download games, and it is compatible with almost any PC and mobile
operating system.

Download software

Some software providers include download options for their games, which means one has to install
an app for them to run. This software is most common in mobile games and casinos. It is famous
for allowing free gameplay when one is offline in some sets.

Mobile software

Mobile gadgets have evolved to become the most used electronics in the world. The gambling
industry has been in full swing to exploit the platform, which is why most software companies
have adopted mobile-compatible software. Mobile software allows sets to run smoothly on
smartphones and tablets as they do on PCs.

The Importance of Gaming Software Providers

Online gaming software providers play a vital role in the operations of online casinos. These firms
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are sourced for the following functions:

Game provision

The most significant role software developers are known for is their creation of casino games.
Although most casinos games operate within defined limits, each software developer approaches
the goal achievement differently. That way, punters have a different taste of the same thing. Some
software providers focus on the development of multiple game categories, while others produce
only one. For instance, Microgaming offers a wide variety of options from slots to arcade games,
while Evolution Gaming makes only live casino sets. Most gambling dens partner with multiple
software firms to ensure that players have a wide range of options to choose from in the portfolios.

Playing platform

Online casinos also turn to software developers for the platforms on which they run games. Some
casinos create their own, known as propriety software, but most of them turn to third-parties. The
software used to run a casino determines whether a gaming site is mobile compatible, runs in no
download, and numerous other elements.

Mobile affinity

The online gaming software developer determines the mobile optimization of casino games. With
more punters opting to source their gambling services from smartphones and tablets, nearly all
software companies have adopted mobile compatible programs for their services.

RNG technology

Online casino games run using random number generators to make them dependent on luck.
Software developers are the providers of these programs and fit them in the games during the
creation process. Therefore, this means that the companies determine the payout metrics like RTP
and volatility.

Gameplay rules

Each title in a casino’s games galore includes rules that determine how gameplay and payouts
unfold. The software provider determines these features and gives each combination and bonus a
value. These rules apply to both the free and real money versions of the sets despite the gambling
destination they feature.

Fairness and security

Casino games are prone to dodgy practices, which is why most software developers invest in their
titles’ safety. Software providers must have teams that test the games to ensure they are secure and
have them assessed by independent parties.

Qualities of the Best Casino Software Providers

In the olden days, game developers only had to worry about whether the game accepted stakes and
offered winnings. As players’ needs progressed, so did the standards for what makes a quality
game provider. Online gaming software developers that draw the masses focus on a lot more than
just the provision of winnings. Some of the elements that determine an ideal online gaming
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software developer includes;

Legitimacy

The reputation of any online gaming software provider depends on its legitimacy, which is proved
through licenses. Choose game developers that hold valid licenses from top-tier institutions like the
UKGC, GRA, and MGA. Reliable casino software firms also have seals of approval from RNG
testing companies like eCOGRA, iTech Labs, and GLI. Having these permits proves that the
offered games meet the necessary standards.

Unique themes

Each software developer has a unique way in which they create games. Themes are the most
commonly used elements to make titles special, especially slot machines. The best software
companies are bold with their theme choices, which leaves players with more to entertain
themselves aside from waiting to land winnings. The presentation also matters with punters opting
for titles that using imaging easy on the eye.

Wide choice range

Leading software companies offer gamblers a wide choice range with multiple titles. For instance,
IGT has more than a million titles in location-based casinos and thousands of others online.
However, it should be noted that quality overpowers quantity, which means some software
companies have small collections but games worthy of players’ attention.

Bonus features

Ideal online gaming software developers complement their games with bonus features that
accompany regular winnings. In slot machines, game developers include popular incentives like
wilds, scatters, free spins, gamble games, and multipliers. The features can also be unique to the
title and inspired by the themes.

Parting Shot

Online gaming software developers influence how one enjoys their favourite casino games.
NetEnt, Microgaming, Yggdrasil Gaming, Play’n Go, Blueprint Gaming, and Big Time Gaming
are among the most successful providers in the niche.
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